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traditions or customs, however, immemorial -or sanctified
these may be."
While the Brahmo Samaj movement was a powerful
movement of reform which had its impact on the social and
cultural life of Bengal much beyond the limits of the Samaj,
the first half of the nineteenth century also saw the begin-
nings of reformism within the fold of orthodox Hinduism.
The most prominent social reformer in the field was Pandit
Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar (1820-1891) whose advocacy
of widow remarriage in Hindu society shocked orthodox
opinion all the more, because the Pandit never strayed from
the Hindu fold and in many respects continued till the end
of his life to remain a conventional and even an orthodox
Hindu.
The influence of the West and the endeavour to pioneer
new lines of thought was no less in evidence in the field of
literature than it was in the organised fields of religion and
social life. The most direct effect of the Western impact
was in evidence in Michael Madhusudan Dutt (1824-73)
who brought about a remarkable change both in the form
and the spirit of Bengali poetry, His best known work, the
Meghnada~Vadha-Kabya) which is based on an episode in
the Ramayana, introduced for the first time the European
blank verse form in Bengali poetry. His sonnets too follow-
ed the composition of English poets in, style and conception,
and enriched Bengali literature not by a superficial imitation
of the West, but by absorbing in an Indian language the
best traditions of Western literature. Others followed
Madhusudan Dutt and reflected in their literary contribu-
tions the pioneering efforts of the age in diverse fields, One
of the most outstanding of such contributions came from
Bankim Chandra Chatterjee (1838-94) whose famous novel
Anand Math with its political overtones and its renowned

